In this paper we present the work developed on off-line signature verification as a continuation of a previous work 1 using Left-to-Right Hidden Markov Models (LR-HMM) in order to extend those models to the field of static or off-line signature processing using results provided by image connectivity analysis. The chain encoding of perimeter points for each blob obtained by this analysis is an ordered set of points in the space, clockwise around the perimeter of the blob. Two models are generated depending on the way the blobs obtained from the connectivity analysis are ordered. In the first one, blobs are ordered according to their perimeter length. In the second proposal, blobs are ordered in their natural reading order, i.e. from the top to the bottom and left to right. Finally, two LR-HMM models are trained using the (x,y) coordinates of the chain codes obtained by the two mentioned techniques and a set of geometrical local features obtained from them such as polar coordinates referred to the center of ink, local radii, segment lengths and local tangent angle. Verification results of the two techniques are compared over a biometrical database containing skilled forgeries.
INTRODUCTION

Left-to-Right Hidden Markov Models
2 is a well-known technique used in behavioral biometrics, especially in speaker recognition and dynamic or on-line signature verification, where acquired information is a set of values, ordered in time.
In on-line signature identification systems LR-HMMs are trained using time ordered sequences of points acquired during the act of signing, including coordinates, pressure, pen tilt and more features extracted from them 3, 4 . However, in off-line systems only the 2D image of the signature is available, and there is no time reference. The novel method here proposed consist on the generation of space ordered sequences of points from off-line signatures applying results provided by image connectivity analysis 5 , on extracting from them geometrical local features and on using both the points and derived geometrical features as input to the LR-HMM models.
Connectivity analysis determines which pixels in an image are interconnected and belong to the same object or region. The purpose of connectivity analysis is to separate multiple objects in a scene from each other and from areas of the image that represent noise or extraneous things. The connected components are called blobs, and they can be defined as a cluster of adjacent pixels of the same nature (gray level, or color in a binary image) which usually represents an object or region in the field of the view.
The connectivity algorithm gives as a result a description of an image as a linked list of blobs that are hierarchically structured, providing father-child or sibling-sibling relationships. For each blob a set of geometrical features are obtained such as its area, color, center of gravity or centroid, maximal and minimal coordinates or bounding box, moments of inertia or perimeter length. The processing of those results is known as blob analysis 5 , a very useful tool in machine vision for image analysis of parts. The most important geometrical feature for our purposes is the chain encoding of perimeter points for each blob, since it is an ordered set of points in the space, clockwise around the perimeter of the blob.
It is clear that depending on how the order of blobs is chosen, the final sequence of perimeter points will be different and, as a consequence, final results can change dramatically. We discuss two different ways of generating the models depending on the way the blobs obtained from the connectivity analysis are ordered. In the first proposed method (here referred as LEN), blobs whose father is the background are ordered according to their perimeter length, from the longest one to the shortest one. Their children, if any, are inserted behind each father following the same criterion, i.e. form the longest one to the shortest one. The final sequence of space ordered points is the result of concatenating the perimeter of each blob as described. In the second proposal (referred as NAT), the main blobs or parts are ordered following their natural reading order, i.e. from top to bottom and from left to right and their children are inserted behind each father following the same criterion.
As an example, Fig. 1 a) shows the NAT criterion applied over the same signature as Fig. 1 b) , where the LEN criterion was applied. Both pictures include a numbering of the blobs according to the used criterion. Blobs whose father is the background are numbered with a single digit and labeled in blue (dark), while child blobs depending on them are labeled in red (gray) and numbered with two digits, the first one referencing to its father and the second one to sibling order. Blobs show different numbers depending on the sorting criterion. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the preliminary system developed in previous work and gives details about the signatures database, the preprocessing of the signatures and the training of the models. Section 3 explains the added new geometrical features extracted from the perimeter points. Finally, section 4 presents the values obtained, the resulting conclusions from them, and future work.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PRELIMINARY SYSTEM
In a preliminary system 1 we studied the influence of the number of states of the HMM models and well as the different possible normalizing values for the lengths of the perimeter's chain of points. The first step in the method was to normalize in 2D size all the signatures in the database. Then the conectivity analysis was performed over them to obtain the description of the perimeter of the signatures. After that, two different lists of (x,y) points were generated for each signature: one according to NAT criterion and the other according to LEN. Both chains of points were normalized in length and used as inputs to different HMM with different topologies (different number of states and possible transitions between states). These steps are described in detail in this section.
Signatures database
To perform the experiments, we used a database containing a total amount of 3750 signatures corresponding to 75 individuals. Half of the signatures (25 for each signer), were genuine. The rest were skilled forgeries, 25 for each signer done by 5 forgers. The forged signatures stored in the database were skilled forgeries, where every forger tried several times to forger the target signature. Only when forgers considered that his forgery was good enough the signature was acquired and stored, providing so a high level of quality to the forgeries.
The database, called MCYT baseline Corpus 6 , is a multimodal database that also includes fingerprints acquired by using both optical and capacitive sensors and the voice of some signers. The signatures were acquired on-line using a graphic tablet with a spatial resolution of 100 points per millimeter and a sampling frequency of 100Hz to capture the (x, y) coordinates, the inking pen pressure on 1024 levels, inclination and azimuth. Simultaneously the signatures were written on a paper with normal ink. After the acquisition phase the signatures were scanned to obtain 2D static images suitable for off-line processing. In this way, both on-line and off-line signature recognition can be accomplished for all of the signers in the database.
The signatures of this database have been obtained with black ink on white sheets of paper, making the segmentation process easier. The images extracted from the background are normalized to a maximum size of 512 pixels wide x 256 pixels high and they are centre justified to those dimensions. The signatures with horizontal trend will show empty rows (see Fig. 2 b) and those with vertical trend will show empty columns (see Fig. 3 ). Each image so generated keeps its conversion scale factor from pixels to millimeters in the bmp file header and the aspect ratio is always 2:1 for all the images (see Fig. 2 b and Fig. 3 ). Fig. 3 The signature of this individual has been justified to the 2:1 format, horizontally centered adding empty columns to the left and to the right. The image has been enlarged by 2 relative to its natural size.
Preprocessing of the signatures
The preprocessing stage of the signatures consists on its segmentation from the background and on performing a specific normalization to avoid size fluctuations (every time we sign we get different dimensions for the signatures). Once the normalized binary image is obtained, the analysis is carried out in two steps. First a connectivity analysis is performed.
This can be done by using the static 512 x 256 pixels sized signatures. Secondly the perimeter points are extracted from the signature blobs, by analyzing the set of blob structures that constitute the binary image of the signature.
After the connectivity analysis, we get one linked list of (x, y) points or chain-code per blob describing its perimeter. For each blob, this chain of (x, y) points is covered clockwise starting with the most up-righted point in the blob and finishing at the same starting point. The chains of (x, y) points corresponding to the perimeters of the blobs, both for part blobs and their children, were the biometric information relevant to the preliminary system.
Training of the models
As mentioned in the introduction, we discuss two different ways of generating the models depending on the way the blobs obtained from the connectivity analysis were ordered. For both criteria, the final sequence of (x, y) points is the result of concatenating the perimeter of each blob, joining one linked list of perimeter points to the next linked list following NAT or LEN criterion. It can be thought a priori that the NAT order is more adequate to the Latin writing in which the signatures have been captured.
For every criterion we have generated one HMM representing the signatures of one user. One image will always give the same blob structure, so the difference in the modeling will be given by the different criteria used in the sorting of the blob perimeter points. Fig. 1 a) shows the NAT criterion applied over the same image as Fig. 1 b) , where the LEN criterion was applied. Both pictures include a numbering of the blobs according to the used criterion. In both figures there are 5 parts or main blobs ordered as follows: "Jon", "Gar", acute accent over the vowel 'i', "cia" and the underlining flourish using NAT criterion, and "Jon", "Gar", the flourish, "cia" and acute accent for LEN criterion. The three children of "Jon" have a different order if NAT or LEN criterion is used. The same applies to the two children of "Gar". The blob "cia" has a sole child, so it is not affected by the ordering criteria. Even though in this particular example the same concatenation numbering is obtained for both models (1+ 1.1+1.2+1.3 +2+ 2.1+2.2 +3+4+ 4.1 +5) the blobs associated to the numbers differ for both criteria and consequently, the resulting chains are different. However, usually the numberings obtained by each criterion do not show any coincidence.
As was mentioned in the previous section, a total of 25 signatures by user is available. The signatures are numbered from 00 to 24 according to the time of the acquisition. The first five signatures (00 to 04) are used for the initial training of the HMM. Four additional signatures (05, 10, 15 and 20) are chosen to re-estimate the initial model. As a result 16 genuine signatures and 25 forgeries are finally available for training and testing.
An important point to consider when training an HMM is the topology selection and the length of the sequences used to generate them. Different topologies were tested using different number of states and different kind of state transitions. In order to analyze the possibility of getting an improvement by using normalization, experiments were performed by training the models with free input length, but also using normalized length values 750, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 5000. Table 1 shows the EER percentage values obtained for the experiments in the preliminary system, and the results can be compared to the values obtained without using any normalization for LR-HMMs with different number of states. It can be seen that NAT criterion produces better results than LEN criterion in all the experiments, independently of the number of states of the models and the value of the normalizing length. The models obtained using the LEN criterion never give EER values better than 30%, while the models obtained using the NAT criterion give better results with 6 and 7 states, reaching the best rates for 7 states and using 1500 normalized samples.
ADDED GEOMETRICAL FEATURES
New features have been added for every point (x i , y i ) belonging to the perimeter of each blob: polar coordinates( i , i ), local radius of curvature R i , and local arc length L i , and local tangent line angle tg i . Following is a brief description of the algorithms used to obtain these features.
Polar coordinates ( i , i ) from the center of ink of the signature
Polar coordinates are calculated from the reference system centered in the center of gravity (x cg , y cg ) or center of ink of the signature. The center of gravity of the signature is calculated according to (1), being (x j , y j ) any inked point of the image and N the total number of inked points in the image. Then (2) is applied to obtain ( i , i ).
Local radius R i
Local radius R i of each perimeter point (x i , y i ) is defined as the radius of the longest arc of length L i , that can be seen from that point, and that includes all the points of the perimeter from the point (x i , y i ) to the point (x i+Li , y i+Li ). The algorithm to calculate this parameter is shown in Fig.4 .
For each perimeter point we define three points whose initial values are in a first iteration, the point itself or initial point (x i ,y i ), the next perimeter point or intermediate point (x im ,y im ) and the next one to this or last point (x f ,y f ). Each iteration is used to calculate whether all the intermediate points between the initial and last points, (x i ,y i ) and (x f ,y f ), belong to the same segment, either line or arc segment. If that is the case, we move the last point to the next one, the new intermediate point is calculated and a new iteration is performed. This process is repeated until an intermediate point not belonging to the line or arc segment is found. Then the valid radius is the one calculated in the previous iteration.
Local radii of curvature R i can be obtained solving the geometrical problem of the center (x cc ,y cc ) of the circle accross three points. This problem has no solution when denominators of the formulae (3) and (4) are 0, i.e. when the three points are aligned; meaning that R i will be infinite. When denominators are not 0 a one and only solution will be obtained for the center of curvature (x cc ,y cc ) and as a consequence, R i will be the Euclidean distance between (x cc ,y cc ) and any of the three points. If the value of the radius R i corresponding to the arc defined by three points is infinite or higher than a predefined threshold R MAX , one can think that it is a line segment and therefore, in order to know whether all the points between the initial and last point are aligned with the line segment, their distance to the line defined by the two points [(x i ,y i )(x f ,y f )] is calculated. That distance should be almost zero and in any case smaller than a predefined tolerance value.
On the other hand, if the value of the radius R i is not infinite, the coordinates of the center of curvature (x cc , y cc ) are calculated. Then the distance of each point between the initial point and the last one to the center of curvature (x cc , y cc ) is calculated. If all the distances are similar to the value of the radius R i , within a tolerance value, we may conclude that all points are aligned in the arc defined by the three points [(x i ,y i )(x im ,y im )(x f ,y f )]. taken into account, and the value of R i might be modified. Finally when the last iteration fails there is always a previously calculated value that will be the applicable.
Segment length L i
Segment length L i is calculated simultaneously with the local radius R i . Its value is the total number of points in pixels between the initial point (x i , y i ) and last point (x f , y f ) of the arc or line segment.
Local tangent line angle tg i
Local tangent line angle tg i is also calculated simultaneously as the previous two features. In the case of a line segment, its value is given by the tangent of the line defined by the initial and last points as in (7):
On the other hand, if it is an arc segment, the angle is perpendicular to the line defined by the center of curvature (x cc , y cc ) and the initial point, as shown in equation (8 
OBTAINED VALUES AND FUTURE WORK
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the new added features we have tested the system by running experiments both with skilled forgeries, and random or casual forgeries. Casual forgeries are those where the impostors or forgers don't know any details about the original signature, and therefore they are not skilled forgeries. In order to evaluate verification efficiency while testing casual forgeries all the genuine signatures of the data base belonging to the rest of signers are considered as forgeries, i.e. any genuine signature which does not belong to a person is considered as a random forgery for that person.
The new features described in the previous section have been used progressively to feed the LR-HMMs. Models with 7 states and using 1500 points as normalized length value were selected, following the results described in Table 1 and both methods of ordering the blobs, NAT and LEN, have been tested. Table 2 shows the EERs obtained using different sets of geometrical features, always using the same HMM topology. The first line of Table 2 shows the results of previous experiments using only (x i, y i ) coordinates, and corresponds to the best values shown in Table 1 . Values obtained using only polar coordinates ( i, i ) centered in the center of ink are shown in the second line, and mixing of (x i, y i ) coordinates with other geometrical features are shown below them.
When comparing values of Table 2 with results obtained in previous work in Table 1 one can observe that Equal Error Rates EERs provided by the new models, are still better for NAT than for LEN models, i.e., NAT models based on perimeter where the reading natural order is used for insertion provide better results than models based on length insertion.
EERs improve as new features are added to the models only for casual forgeries while improvement is small or none for skilled forgeries. Intramodal 7 fusion of the two off-line experts based on LEN an NAT models and intermodal 7 fusion of off-line experts and our on-line expert based on (x, y) alignment 8 . is being performed. More work has to be done on the way the geometrical information is given to the system i.e., a more elaborated interpretation of the blob perimeters should be done, identifying perimeter chains related to strokes, in order to improve the results.
